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Figure 1: Our prototype allows us to integrate the user’s phone into an automates vehicles’ user interface: a live camera view is
displayed as overlay as well as cooperation requests whenever the automated vehicle has uncertainty recognizing pedestrians’
intentions.

ABSTRACT
While the implementation of automated driving under well-defined
circumstances such as highways is possible today, more complex
and dynamic environments such as urban areas remain challeng-
ing. In particular, the behavior prediction of other road users like
pedestrians can be difficult for automated vehicles. We suggest a
cooperative approach to overcome this system limitation. More
specifically, the system can rely on the users’ interpretation of the
situation to clarify ambiguity. This study explores how passengers
can be used to disambiguate pedestrian crossing behavior. Because
passengers likely use their phones while traveling in an automated
vehicle, we displayed a live view of the traffic scenes as well as a
cooperation request to ask about the intentions of the pedestrian
at the crosswalk. A preliminary evaluation of usability shows that
this approach provides promising results. Participants also reported
trusting the system and showed willingness to help an automated
vehicle.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Today, automated driving is still not feasible in every imaginable
scenario. In particular, pedestrian intention (PI) prediction is a press-
ing research topic. The issues that exist in determining PI lie in the
complexity of human behavior [17]. Most aspects cannot be directly
observed and can only be derived from contextual information or
noisy signals [17]. In order to predict PI, there must exist extensible
knowledge of traffic infrastructure to help with motion prediction
in a dynamic environment [17]. However, available datasets are in-
complete and do not capture the variability in real PIs [16]. There is
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no established set of metrics or scenarios to test algorithms for [17]
because it is difficult to generalize interactions with autonomous
vehicles when factors like the immediate environment and social
norms influence PI [15].

In manual driving, non-verbal communication between driver
and pedestrian can be observed in the majority of situations prior
to a pedestrian crossing the road [14]. A pedestrian’s readiness
to cross decreases when the driver behaves unusually and is not
making eye contact [10]. Through the introduction of automated
vehicles (AVs), this form of human (driver) - human (pedestrian)
interaction changes to human (pedestrian) - computer (automated
vehicle) interaction (HCI). HCI research addresses this change with
the investigation of external communication (e.g. [3, 11, 12]) assum-
ing that pedestrians will cross when an AV signals that it yields.
This research is still in its infancy; for example, situations involving
groups of people are rarely considered [4]. On the one hand there
can be scenarios next to crosswalks where pedestrians are uninten-
tionally standing or strolling, on the other they can intentionally
gesticulate to waive their right to cross the road. This kind of human
behavior can be hard to predict and would result in unnecessary
road congestion or even a deadlock if the AV stops and waits until
these pedestrians cross. Consequently, we suggest driver-vehicle
cooperation to overcome the shortcomings of AVs’ estimation of
PIs.

In this paper, we investigate scenarios in which pedestrians are
standing or moving near a crosswalk and a simulated AV can not
distinguish the PIs. The AV’s situational awareness does not suffice
to make this decision (cf. level 3 situation awareness which refers
to the future evolution of a situation [5]). However, when an au-
tomated system and its users are understood as a team working
together, one agent can balance the partner’s shortcomings in situ-
ation awareness [19]. This kind of driver-vehicle cooperation has
successfully been implemented when the system has difficulties in
recognizing objects like road signs [21] or oncoming traffic prior
an imminent passing maneuver [24] as well as when it is not able
to select the next maneuver [23].

First, we discuss how brought-in devices like phones can be inte-
grated in the user interface (UI) of an AV and the resulting benefits.
Next, we present our phone-integrated prototype to overcome PI
prediction issues and a preliminary evaluation that highlights that
the proposed concept is very promising. Finally, we outline our
future investigation of this concept.

2 BROUGHT-IN DEVICE INTEGRATION
AVs of SAE Level 3 and above do not require the user to monitor
its operation, as consequence, users are free to engage in non-
driving-related tasks [18]. Users of these vehicles probably will
use the time for being productive [20]. It is also likely that they
engage in activities on their phones like playing, surfing the web,
or texting when travelling in an AV [7, 13]. Both visions will likely
include devices brought along like mobile phones. In consequence,
we integrate the phone into the AV’s UI.

Gerber et al. [6] found in an automated driving study that par-
ticipants interrupted themselves from watching TV (in favor of
perceiving the surrounding) more often when watching TV on a
head-up display compared to a mobile phone. According to Gerber

et al. this increases the probability of having high situation aware-
ness [6]. To compensate for the isolating factor of mobile phone
usage, we suggest to integrate information regarding the driving
task on the phone, for instance, a live view of a front camera.

Wintersberger et al. [25] found that users rated their trust in
automation higher when take-over requests (TORs) were displayed
additionally on the phone. Moreover, their study participants rated
phone-integrated TORs better regarding perceived ease of use and
lower negative affect compared to TORs presented only on an
in-vehicle information system. Furthermore, it has been shown
that reaction times to a TOR are shorter in cases when users can
steer the vehicle with the handheld device instead of switching
to the steering wheel. However, this has a negative effect on the
steering performance [26]. In contrast, we implement a cooperative
concept on a higher abstraction level of the dynamic driving task
where the lateral and longitudinal control of the vehicle remains
automated [22]. This benefits from the advantages of interacting
with the vehicle directly on the handheld device and avoids reduced
steering performance.

3 PROTOTYPE
We implemented the proposed system in a simulator (see Figure 1a)
running a Unity-based driving simulation. We integrated a phone
in the vehicle’s UI. A live view of the vehicle’s front camera is
displayed continuously as a picture-in-picture [2] on the phone (see
Figure 1c) with the intention to increase situational awareness and
consequently elicit faster interactions in cooperative situations.
Whenever there are pedestrians around a crosswalk (see Figure 1b),
the vehicle stops and displays a cooperation request (heads-up
notification [1]) on the user’s phone. The request asks whether
the crosswalk is clear and provides a proceed button that allows
to control the vehicle (see Figure 1d). When the user taps on the
button, the vehicle accelerates again and continues the journey.
A pedestrian sensor is also active to avoid hitting an overlooked
pedestrian. This system allows the vehicle to stay in automated
mode even when it is not able to predict whether pedestrians want
to cross the road. Consequently, a cooperative system can allow for
fluent traffic as it avoids waiting at the crosswalk until the situation
becomes clear to the automation. Stopping could be entirely avoided
when the system asks users early.

4 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
We conducted a between-subjects experiment with 16 participants
to evaluate the prototype. All participants experienced six scenar-
ios with phone-integrated cooperation requests. In each scenario
(see Figure 1b as an example), several pedestrians were present.
The pedestrians stood in groups, walked along the sidewalks, and
in three cases one pedestrian walked towards the crosswalk and
crossed the road. Half of the participants were additionally sup-
ported with the live camera overlay. Participants were encour-
aged to surf the web on the phone while the car was driving au-
tonomously. They received a $10 gift card as compensation.

Participants in the live preview group were on average 32.88
(𝑆𝐷 = 13.61) years old and 23.38 (𝑆𝐷 = 8.88) in the baseline (no live
preview) group. Participants were not required to posses a driver
license as the investigated vision of automated driving does not
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require users to drive manually. Five participants in the baseline
and seven in the live preview group owned a driver license.

In the following, we present descriptive statistics. Wilcoxon rank-
sum tests did not reveal any significant differences between the
two groups.

4.1 Usability
Participants rated the usability of the system using the UMUX-
Lite [9] 2-item questionnaire after each cooperation directly on
the phone. The scale ranges from 0 – 100 where a higher value
indicates better usability. The baseline group rated the usability on
average 80.791 (𝑆𝐷 = 6.281), the live preview group with 84.063
(𝑆𝐷 = 5.281).

4.2 Trust
Trust was also assessed after each cooperation with a Trust in
Automation metric [8]. Participants rated two statements about
trust and reliance in the system on a Likert scale ranging from
strongly disagree (1) – strongly agree (7). The two ratings were
averaged, a higher value indicates a higher level of perceived trust.
Participant scores indicate that they trusted the system (baseline:
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 5.51, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.977; live preview:𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 5.813, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.003).

4.3 Willingness to Cooperate
After participants experienced six cooperation requests in about
twelve minutes, we asked them to rate the statement “I would be
willing to help an AV while I’m using it” on a 7-point Likert scale
ranging from never (1) to every time (7). Overall, participants agreed
on being helpful: (2 & 1)∗participants selected every time (7), (2 &
3)∗ participants voted usually (6), (0 & 4)∗ frequently (5), (2 & 0)∗
sometimes (4), and (2 & 0)∗ occasionally (3).

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
We presented an interaction concept that allows us to overcome
an AV’s limitation in PI prediction. Consequently, a handover can
be avoided and waiting times at a crosswalk can be improved. The
phone of the user is integrated in the UI of the vehicle. The phone-
integrated cooperation requests allow users to help the vehicle
using the phone they likely hold in their hands anyways. According
to related work, the phone integration promises better usability
and faster reaction times. We also implemented a live view of the
vehicle’s front camera on the phone that may increase situation
awareness of users.

A preliminary evaluation shows that the concept provides good
usability and elicited participants to perceive trust in the system.
Moreover, after experiencing driver-vehicle cooperation, partici-
pants reported to be willing to help AVs. We see these preliminary
results as a strong foundation for the feasibility of this approach
for future work. In the future, we will conduct the experiment with
a higher number of participants to allow for a more robust statis-
tical analysis. We will assess participant behavior, performance,
and gaze data as objective indicators for the feasibility of the con-
cept, whether the live view is beneficial, and whether users act
responsibly when the vehicle asks for help.

∗(#participants baseline & #participants live preview)
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